We may take two methods for laying Top-shaped concrete blocks under raft footing. One is to lay the blocks overall under the footing and the other is to lay those partially. This paper reports the in-situ loading tests for bearing capacity and long term settlement subjected to the two laying methods. The results show that Top-shaped blocks take almost loading pressure acting on the raft footing. When the number of rows of blocks is small, the stress dispersion mechanism of Top base method is exhibited more effectively, which increases the bearing capacity. For this case, the long term settlement tends to decrease by reducing the stress bulb. For the case, however, the loading pressure acting on Top base increases due to the reduction of footing width. This may decrease the bearing capacity and increase the settlement of raft footing Theses results give the general aspects of region of soil improving Considering the properties, we can determine the optimal region of soil improving under raft footing
